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PRACTICAL COMPONENET

COURSE FEEDBACK 2 SEMESTER 2023-2024

Design of
Experimen

ts
Evaluation

Organizati
on of Lab

and
conducting

of
Experimen

ts
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7

No Opinion(0.00) 6 6 6 6 6 6 7

Poor(1.00) 0 1 2 0 1 1 1

Average(2.00) 1 0 2 2 0 0 1

Good(3.00) 3 4 4 5 5 5 3

Very Good(4.00) 3 2 3 4 2 2 3

Excellent(5.00) 11 11 7 7 10 10 9

Design of Experiments

To what extent did the experiments provide new insights and /or encourage you to think creatively?Q1:

Were adequate background material / instructions provided for carrying out the experiments?Q2:

Evaluation

Was the feedback on your lab performance prompt?Q3:

Was the feedback on your laboratory work useful?Q4:

Organization of Lab and conducting of Experiments

To what extent was analysis of observations/ results encouraged?Q5:

To what extent was systematic execution of lab work emphasized?Q6:

4.33 4.11 4.11 4.06 3.61 3.89 4.22Rating



To what extent was the teacher involved in the practical work?Q7:

Any Suggestions or comments about the courseQuestion :

-1

.2

Give support in labs3

Increase the Lab marks4

Labs could be made more fun maybe5

Maut6

N/A7

NA8

no9

no opinion10

None11

nothing12

The Grading of assignments was done in an unfair manner by the TA sir.13

How effective was the help provided by the teaching assistants?Question :

-1

.2

..3

Average4

Good5

Just Right6

Maut7

NA8

no opinion9



None10

Not effective11

nothing12

Ramneet was v helpful all throughout.13

V nice14

Very effective15

Very helpful16

yes17

Were the facilities/equipments adequate for the experiments?Question :

-1

.2

Maut3

My laptop4

N/A5

NA6

no opinion7

None8

nothing9

Yes10

What did you dislike the most about this course?Question :

-1

.2

Assignments should be given more weightage in the course3

Bad documentation of libraries/softwares involved.4

I feel the labs were mostly grunt work; something more intellectually stimulating would've been nicer5

Labs6

Maut7



N/A8

NA9

no opinion10

None11

nothing12

Nothing much. More specific assignments would have helped (exactly what language features to implement in the compiler etc)13

The Grading of assignments was done in an unfair manner by the TA sir.14

The Lab marks were less15

What did you like most about this course?Question :

-1

.2

Assignments3

Assignments encouraged learning more about the practical side of things taught in class4

Assignments were good5

everythin6

Everything7

Good assignments8

Labs are good. But no reference.9

Labs enabled us to learn more about the actual compiler code.10

labs were very connected to the course11

Last assignment12

Maut13

NA14

no opinion15

The end-to-end implementation of the compiler pipeline16

We learned the usage of open-source tools like flex, bison and llvm.17

Well made assignments18


